
Important information regarding Poker Travel 
 

At Poker Travel we strive to make your poker vacation as pleasant and comfortable as 

possible. For this reason, we would like to specify a few key points related to poker games 

offered in the various destinations.  

The points below are general important topics, but not all the house rules each poker room 

has.  

To view the complete rules of each poker room, please consult the local poker room manager.  

 

We wish you a prosperous enjoyable vacation! 

 

1. During the poker game the only languages allowed at the table are English and the 

local language. This is a common international rule, meant to make sure the dealers 

understand what the players are discussing during the hand. Players who do not follow 

this rule may be asked to leave the table.  

 

2. Making sure the poker hours are tracked correctly is the player’s responsibility. Players 

must wear the Poker Travel bracelet and verify each day their hours were counted 

correctly. It will not be possible to claim previous day hours that were not tracked. 

 

3. Game availability – Poker Travel is not responsible that players have a game to play 

or open seat to join throughout the working hours of the poker room. It is very possible 

that during peak hours there will be a waiting list or that some games will not be opened 

at all. Poker Travel has conducted over 300 successful events, out of which most of 

the players have fulfilled the hours requirement to get the bonus. Showing up in the 

poker room and waiting for a game does not credit the player with hours. 

 

4. Leaving your chips on the table while not playing:  Since the poker room awards Poker 

Travel players with cash bonus for hours played, poker players who will be absent from 

the table for more than 20 minutes or will be absent for less, but frequently, will have 

hours deduction taken off.  

 

5. Balancing of tables: Most poker rooms Poker Travel cooperates with, use the standard 

‘balancing of tables’ procedure. This implies that a player cannot move from table to 

table or join any table they choose, unless the poker room supervisor allows it, 



according to table balance. Players are recommended to register themselves to the 

waiting list every time they wish to play/move table and this will be done when possible.  

 

6. When a player’s turn comes, according to the waiting list, the poker supervisor will call 

his/her name to play. If the player is not there the supervisor will move to the next 

player on the list and the original player should register to play again.  

 

7. There cannot be any special nationality tables in the poker room. All players are invited 

to play according to their place in waiting list regardless of their origin. 

 

8. Excursions and Transports – At some events Poker Travel offers free transports and 

excursions. Should problems like delay, non-show or others may occur by the third 

party operators Poker Travel is cooperating with for these services, Poker Travel will 

not be responsible. 

 

To view Poker Travel complete general ‘Terms & Conditions’ document please click on ‘Terms 

& Conditions’ link at the bottom part of PokerTravel.com web site.  

 

It is important to note here that by taking part in Poker Travel event, the customer confirms 

his/her knowledge and agreement to Poker Travel general terms & conditions.  

 

We wish you a winning vacation! 

 

Poker Travel Team 

 

 

 

 
 


